Abstract. The classical Perron-Frobenius theorem says that a trajectory of a linear stochastic operator associated with a positive square stochastic matrix always converges to a unique fixed point. In general, an analogy of the Perron-Frobenius theorem does not hold for a quadratic stochastic operator associated with a positive cubic stochastic matrix. Namely, its trajectories may converge to different fixed points depending on initial points or may not converge at all. In this paper, we show regularity of quadratic doubly stochastic operators associated with diagonally positive cubic stochastic matrices. This is a nonlinear analogy of the PerronFrobenius theorem for positive doubly stochastic matrices.
The Nonlinear Perron-Frobenius Problem
A linear Markov chain is a discrete time stochastic process whose transitions depend only on the current state of the process. A nonlinear Markov chain is a discrete time stochastic process whose transitions may depend on both the current state and the current distribution of the process (see [7] ). These processes arise naturally in the study of the limit behavior of a large number of weakly interacting Markov processes. The ergodic theory of the linear Markov chain was established very well (see [6, 17] ). However, the ergodic theory of the nonlinear Markov chain has a complex picture (some supporting examples are provided below). Let us first recall some necessary definitions. 
It is well-known (see [6] ) that a trajectory {x
) of the linear stochastic operator starting from any initial point
converges to either a fixed or periodic point. Therefore, the linear stochastic operator is mean ergodic, i.e., a sequence of mean operators A (n)
n converges to some idempotent linear stochastic operator. Furthermore, the classical Perron-Frobenius theorem says that if P > 0 then the associated linear stochastic operator has a unique fixed point p ∈ Δ m−1 and its trajectory {x (n) } ∞ n=0 starting form any initial point x (0) ∈ Δ m−1 converges to the unique fixed point p ∈ Δ m−1 . It is of independent interest to consider the PerronFrobenius problem in the nonlinear setting.
A
. . , p ijm ) is a stochastic vector for any i, j ∈ I m . We say that P ≥ 0 (respectively x i x j p ij• .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that p ij• = p ji• for all i, j ∈ I m . The quadratic stochastic operator is the simplest nonlinear Markov operator (see [7, 14] ) which has an incredible application in population genetics (see
